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1. Summary
In terms of the traditional contract on paper which requires signing
a contract on paper, it is possible that the contract can be lost or
easily forged, and most of all, it has an efficiency issue on having to
meet in person. As a result, electronic contract, which can be easily
signed anytime, anywhere with just a few clicks, are growing
rapidly, and the efforts to introduce the methods are expanding in
various industries where contracts are made by combining
blockchain technology that can secure reliability and transparency
through the public ledger.

The ETHEREUM SIGNATURE project wants to build a blockchainbased electronic contracting platform, ETS SIGN, in accordance with
this change. With Digital Transformation as its core strategy, ETS
SIGN digitizes the process of traditional paper contracts to create
new value and offers complete and efficient services. In addition,
ETHEREUM SIGNATURE intends to issue its own cryptocurrency
ETHEREUM SIGNATURE token, use it as a key payment method
within its own ecosystem, and act as a medium between
contractors and law firms.

Below are introductions on information about the ETHEREUM
SIGNATURE platform and the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE tokens used
in the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE ecosystem, as well as outlines of
the electronic contract market and project objectives, ETHEREUM
SIGNATURE electronic contract solutions and services, roadmap,
and team members.
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2. Digital Signature Market
2.1 Overview of the Global Market
Global Digital Signature Market Size, 2015-2026 (USS Million)

[Source: Fortune Business Insight]

Electronic signature is designed to ensure the legality of relevant laws with a few clicks, so users
can simply follow the instructions and complete legally valid signatures. Recently, the demand for
non-face-to-face due to covid 19 has rapidly increased the proportion of telework by companies
and activated online meetings.
Electronic contract services are rapidly emerging, and they are important to lead the future through
simple tightening processes and efficiency, which are unique advantages. According to Fortune
Business Insights, a market research firm, the global electronic signature market size reached
$8.7.9 billion in 2018 and is expected to grow by about 30% annually from 2019 to about $6.12
billion in 2026. The typical advantages of electronic signatures are as follows.
- Create and deploy electronic contracts anytime, anywhere with just a few clicks, dramatically
reducing time to sign contracts.
- Economical because there are no need of the paper and transportation costs required for
traditional paper contracts and does not require the physical space or manpower required for
contract management.
- Online electronic contracts allow you to view and process the progress of contracts in real time,
and to proceed more efficiently by incorporating notification and easy translation.
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2.2 Electronic Signatures and Law
The United States
The United States recognizes the same legal effect as actual signatures for electronic signatures
that meet certain criteria through two Acts, the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (UETA) in
1999 and the Electronic Signature in Global and National Commerce Act (ESIGN). For electronic
signatures to take legal effect, they must meet the following four key requirements:

Signature Intent
(signature authentication)

Like traditional handwritten signatures, electronic signatures are valid
only if each party intends to sign them.

The parties to the contract must agree to the electronic method,
where they may be deemed to have agreed to analyze the situation
of interaction between the parties. Provided, when requesting the
electronic signature method to the consumer, a clear notice is
Intentions and Consent

required on the following matters.
- Receive UETA Consumer Consent
- Clearly agrees to use electronic records for transactions
- When the consent is not withdrawn.

To qualify as an electronic signature under the ESIG Act and UETA,
the electronic signature system must keep relevant records reflecting
Record of the signing

the process of the signature being generated or generate text or

process

graphic statements (add to the signature record) to prove that it was
executed with an electronic signature.

Electronic signature records shall be preserved, integrity and
Preserve of signatures

accurate for reference by all parties entitled to hold the contract or
records.
Source: Docusign.com

Forty-seven states in the United States currently adopt the Electronic Signing Act, which allows
electronic signatures to be used with the same effect as handwritten signatures in almost all
types of transactions.
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South Korea
South Korea recognizes the legal effectiveness of electronic contracts and electronic signatures under the
relevant laws as follows. In addition, the movement to electronic signatures is growing, such as
encouraging the use of electronic documents led by the government to prevent waste of resources,
environmental pollution, and leakage of personal information in the process of making and discarding paper.
(1) No electronic document shall be denied legal effect as a document
Article 4 of the
Framework Act on
Electronic Documents
and Electronic
Transactions

solely because it is in an electronic form, except as otherwise expressly
provided for in other Acts.
(2) Where acts of recording, reporting, preservation, keeping, preparation
or otherwise under any Act as specified in attached Table have been
conducted in the form of electronic documents, it shall be deemed that
acts pursuant to such Act have been conducted.

(1) Electronic signatures shall not be denied their effectiveness as
signatures, signature seals, or signature seals just because they are in
electronic form.
Article 3 of Digital
Signature Act

(2) Where electronic signatures are selected in accordance with the
provisions of Acts and subordinate statutes or agreements between the
parties, the electronic signature shall be effective as a signature, signature
and seal, or name and seal of the signer of the electronic message.

Taiwan
Taiwan enacted the Electronic Signatures Act 2001 allowing parties to create recognized contracts and
documents using all forms of electronic signatures. In order to prove a valid contract, the parties may have
to present evidence to the court. Electronic records are allowed as legal evidence and have legal effect.
- Electronic records can be adopted as an expression of intent with the
consent of the other party.
- If laws or regulations require information to be provided for the integrity
Article 4

of the information, electronic records may be provided to meet the
requirements if the content of the information is accessible for further
reference with the consent of other parties.

Where a signature or seal is required with the consent of the other party
Article 9

under the law or regulations, the requirements shall be met using an
electronic signature.
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2.3 ETHEREUM SIGNATURE’s Mission
Blockchain-based electronic signature platform ETS SIGN aims to function as a practical DAPP,
and innovative electronic contract platform based on verification and compensation for electronic
contracts and signatures. To that end, the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE team proposes the following
missions, visions and four key values.
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3. ETHEREUM SIGNATURE Ecosystem
3.1 Overview of ETHEREUM SIGNATURE Ecosystem

1. ETS SIGN
2. Users
3. Blockchain Infrastructure

The ETHEREUM SIGNATURE ecosystem consists largely of ETS SIGN, users, and blockchain
infrastructure.
Users include general contractors, corporate contractors, and law firms, who can receive rewards
through their respective roles. ETS SIGN is a blockchain-based electronic contract platform that
helps you sign various contracts safely. The blockchain infrastructure distributes information about
contractors and stores contract content, and provides automation processes for signing contracts.
The three components are organically connected and ensure integrity of the entire process from
beginning to end of the contract.
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3.2 Users

Contractors
A general contractor means an individual or business that wants to proceed with the contract. A
general contractor may enter electronic contracts that can be made between 'individuals and
individuals', 'individuals and businesses', or 'individuals and businesses'. Legal assistance is
available from law firm participants to enhance and complete detailed contractual provisions and
contractual content.

Companies
Enterprise contractors are enterprise consumers who want to do business efficiently by digitizing
and automating traditional methods that used to be processed on paper. Electronic contracts can
help enterprise contractors reduce processing speed and maintenance costs for documents
occurring throughout the organization, resulting in overall efficiency and intuition.

Law Firm
Law firm is a user who provides professional legal advice services on contracts arising in various
fields such as notarization, labor/industry, intellectual property rights, administration, and real
estate within the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE ecosystem. Law firms can generate revenue by
providing professional legal services to contractors.

ETHEREUM SIGNATURE Foundation
The foundation, the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE team, continues to develop and operate platforms
to provide ecosystem users with the optimal digital environment and necessary functions, and
collaborates with law firms. In addition, events such as token buybacks, signing contracts, and
attendance checks can be held to create a robust ecosystem and provide benefits to participants.
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3.3 ETS SIGN
ETS SIGN UI&UX

ETS SIGN, which allows you to sign payments anytime, anywhere if you have an Internet
connection, will be provided on the web and in APP format. ETS SIGN is a global electronic
payment platform that seeks to replace existing paper contracts in Taiwan, as well as in the United
States, South Korea, and Japan. To this end, we plan to secure technical infrastructure and
electronic contracting processes to support each country's language and meet the legal
effectiveness appropriate for that country.
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ETS SIGN Services
The electronic contracting process for ETS SIGN is as follows: Contractors can easily request
contract progress by uploading contract documents and delivering links to counterpart contractors,
and contractors can also complete contracts through computers or smartphones, eliminating the
hassle of existing paper contracts.

[ ETS SIGN Electronic Contract Services ]

Examples of electronic contracts supported by ETS SIGN are as follows: All contracts are digitized
and stored in blockchain, enabling secure and efficient contract document management, providing
high scalability and general-purpose connectivity with other services.
I.

Various monetary contracts between debtors and creditors, such as IOU notarization

II.

Human Resource documentation contracts such as employment contracts, payroll
contracts, and benefits, educational documents in the enterprise

III. Licenses for intellectual property including patents, copyrights, software, and trademarks
IV. Commercial contracts between businesses, including non-disclosure agreements,
invoices, purchase orders, sales agreements, and service agreements
V.

Consumer contracts, including purchase orders, order confirmation, terms of sale, terms
of service, invoices, shipping documents, user manuals and policies

VI. Real estate contracts for housing and commercial building sales, lease, monthly rent, etc.
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3.4 Blockchain Infrastructure

ETHEREUM SIGNATURE records all contract information arising from electronic contracts on the
blockchain network. Blockchain has a technical feature that it is impossible to forge or tamper with
data in a block, connect it in the form of a chain, and many verifiers distribute and store it. This
helps ensure transparent and secure contracting processes for participants while ensuring
reliability of all contractual activities within the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE ecosystem.
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4. Architecture
4.1 Overview of Architecture
Blockchain-based electronic contract platform ETS SIGN plans to build a technology infrastructure
based on Hyperledger. Hyperledger is a project organized under the leadership of the Linux
Foundation to advance blockchain technology, providing the right environment to implement our
business. The ETHEREUM SIGNATURE team uses Hyperledger's smart contract to handle the
process from start to finish and archive within the ETS SIGN, which provides the high reliability,
efficiency and scalability that Hyperledger has.

[ Electronic contracting process using Hyperledger Smart Contract]
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4.2 Securing integrity and availability through blockchain
To ensure the integrity and availability of ETS SIGN's electronic contracts, the blockchain network and the
smart contract layer, or enterprise blockchain, must have full control over access to certain resources. Smart
Contract is an automated program, so there should be no problems with security vulnerability attacks, coding
errors, etc., and if problems arise in one place, the integrity or availability of the blockchain system can be
compromised. To proactively prevent problems and ensure integrity and availability, ETHEREUM SIGNATURE
plans to use the following solutions:
In a malicious Denial of Service (DoS) attack, the perpetrator attempts to temporarily
suspend the service, thereby making machine or network resources unavailable to
the intended user. This is often done by flooding a series of requests to overload the
system so that it cannot process legitimate requests to a computer, server, or
network.

Denial of Service

In licensed blockchain networks operating in a partially trusted environment,

Protection

malicious DoS attacks can be reduced by using identity management and access
control policies. This helps to ensure that only known entities can participate in the
blockchain network. If perpetrator approaches the network through spoofing or other
identity misuses and then launches a DoS attack, the source can be identified,
isolated, and eliminated.

Securely designed blockchain systems should ensure that smart contracts can only
execute the functions necessary to perform a given transaction. Without safeguards,
malicious or false smart contract codes can compromise the network, leading to theft

Sandbox

or exposure of personal data.
Various proven technologies for isolating execution environments can be applied to
smart contract layers such as partitions and containers.

Whether accidentally or maliciously, failed smart contracts can consume excessive
network resources, hinder the execution of other contracts, or otherwise degrade
the system. Flow control refers to techniques such as reverse pressure and overload

Resource Management and
Flow Control

protection that ensure the availability of resources.
Business blockchain systems can apply time or token-based resource management
techniques to ensure that certain smart contracts do not consume excessive
resources.

Smart contracts are application code and must be managed throughout the entire

Applications

software lifecycle, including testing, deployment, updates, and decommissioning.

Lifecycle Management

Business blockchain systems must provide these capabilities by default or integrate
with ALM tools.
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4.3 Management of data

ETS SIGN hashes key information about contractor-generated electronic contracts and distributes
it to blockchain. This generated hash value is used as an identifier for the corresponding electronic
contract, and records of all transactions and contracts made on the ETS SIGN platform are
managed by representing their own hash values.
The signature of the final electronic contract between each contractor is generated and
communicated through the Agreement Contract, and when the Contractor completes the
signature, the contract is automatically made for that Contract. As soon as the contract is signed,
the contract information is recorded in the blockchain, and mutual contractors can gain access to
and modify the contract.
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5.
ETHEREUM
5.1 Token Model
Overview
SIGNATURE
- ERC20
- Decentralized Digital Asset
- Available for deposit and withdraw money from
outside the ETS SIGN platform
- Act as a medium for connecting ecosystem
participants

ETHEREUM SIGNATURE tokens, utility tokens used in the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE ecosystem,
were issued as the ERC20 standard type of Ethereum blockchain network, with a total of 1 billion.
It is a digital asset of which price changes due to market demand and supply. To complete
contracts between contractors within the ETS SIGN platform, you can use the legal firm's
advisory services or pay electronic contract fees with ETHEREUM SIGNATURE tokens, which will
provide greater discounts and additional benefits than regular legal currency. ETHEREUM
SIGNATURE tokens can be acquired as a reward through engagement or event participation on
the ETS SIGN platform, or purchased on the exchange.
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5.2 Distribution Information

5.3 Plans on Fund Management
After the token sale of ETS, we plan to operate the funds raised by allocating them to the following
ratios. The plan for fund management can be adjusted according to the operation of the project
and market conditions.
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UI / UX Designer

Marketing
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7. The Roadmap
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8. Legal notices and exemptions
Legal Disclaimers
This white paper is intended to provide information on the blockchain-based contract platform and new
business models, status, and teams that the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE project intends to pursue. This white
paper is not intended to encourage investment in our platform and has nothing to do with it. In addition,
our ETHEREUM SIGNATURE team is providing this white paper as of when it was written, and we do not
guarantee that anything in the white paper, including conclusions, is accurate until the future. The
ETHEREUM SIGNATURE Team does not state and guarantee you the accuracy of anything in relation to
this White Paper and assumes no liability for it. For example, the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE team does not
guarantee that the i) white paper is based on legitimate rights, that it does not infringe on third party
rights, that the ii) is commercially valuable or useful, or that the iv) white paper is suitable for achieving
your specific objectives. Of course, the scope of the liability waiver is not limited to the foregoing
examples. If you use this white paper (including, but not limited to, cases based on, the White Paper) in
your actions, such as making your own decisions, the other consequences are entirely based on your
judgment, whether it is profit or loss. In other words, please note that the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE team
will not be liable for any damages, losses, liabilities, and other damages caused by using this white paper.

Warning statements for forward-looking statements
(a) The specific representations set forth in this White Paper contain predictable statements about the
future, future events, and prospects of the project. These are not statements based on historical facts and
are identified by similar expressions such as 'scheduled', 'estimated', 'belief', 'expectation', 'forecast' and
'expected'. Other publications, such as presentations, interviews, videos, etc. outside of this white paper
may include such forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements contained in this white
paper include, but are not limited to, future results, performance, and achievements of ETHEREUM
SIGNATURE and its affiliates. (b) Forward-looking statements contain a variety of risks and uncertainties.
These statements do not guarantee future performance and should not be overly dependent. When risk
and uncertainty materialize into reality, actual performance and development of ETHEREUM SIGNATURE
and its affiliates may differ from expectations set by forward-looking statements. If this situation changes
in the future, ETHEREUM SIGNATURE and its affiliates are under no obligation to provide updates to
forward-looking statements. If you act on the basis of forward-looking statements contained in this White
Paper, ETHEREUM SIGNATURE and other related parties' websites and other sources, you are solely
responsible for the failure to materialize the forward-looking statements. (c) As of the date this white
paper was created, the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE platform is not complete or fully operational. Although
the explanation was made on the premise that the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE platform will be complete and
fully operational in the future, it should not be interpreted as a guarantee or commitment to complete
and complete operation of the platform.
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Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
Buyer must agree to opt out of any form of money laundering, illegal currency transactions and other
restricted activities via ETHEREUM SIGNATURE and other related derivatives, if any. Each participant
should be aware that ETHEREUM SIGNATURE and other related derivatives cannot be sold, exchanged or
disposed of directly or indirectly for the purpose of laundering funds.

Important issues
Due to frequent changes in related policies, laws and regulations, technology, economics, and other
factors, the information provided in this White Paper may be inaccurate, unreliable, or inconclusive, and
may change several times. This data is for reference only. Our team is not responsible for the accuracy
and justification of the information provided. Those who wish to participate should not rely solely on the
information in this White Paper. We encourage participants to investigate themselves prior to sponsorship.
Essentially, this White Paper is a business proposal or business promotion document, and it is not legally
binding in any case. The information stated herein is for reference only and the ETHEREUM SIGNATURE
buyer shall take additional care of itself.
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